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Details of Visit:

Author: worldpunter
Location 2: Warren street
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 3 Dec 2011 1.30 pm
Duration of Visit: 60 mins
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07775893747

The Premises:

A basement flat looking like its in the middle of some refurbishment. Builders noise from house next
door.
She will ask you to ring the bell for entry,when you see the bell you will knock on the door [ I will
leave you to work that one out , why ? ]

Take along some paint with you also, as one wall and the door and frame to her bedroom is not yet
painted. Just bare plasterboard and wood. I suggest a pale blue for the wall and a white undercoat
and gloss to the woodwork.

She lives with other girls, but I saw no-one. I only saw her bedroom and hall,I never took a bath or
shower. It's not the kind of flat I would want to spend more than 60 minutes in.

The Lady:

A young 19 year old [soon to be 20 ] russian student over here for six months to make some money
before going back to finish her medical degree.

Good spoken english,short blonde hair, small breasts, natural, shaven below, dressed in a black bra
and pants which I guess she wears for every client, saves time undressing . A friendly girl .

She keeps her eye on the time,but the russian isn't rushin you .

The Story:

Natasha says ,
------------------

What's it going to be then,eh ?

Ok , so I get this phone call right, and the chelloveck wants to see a short devotchka, he's read
about me on the internet, says his name is Dawson. So I agree to see him ,he sounds choodessny,
doesn't ask for any strange requests and I need the deng .

We agree on ?70 for lots of pol and OWO . The pol with condom .
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He drops his platties on the floor and he's standing there in his neezhnies with a smile on his litso . I
note that he has a fine pair of sharries and he's not at all grahzny.

I lay back on the podooshka and he fixes his rot on my groolies . He gives me prolonged OWO , like
real horrorshow till my plott is trembling with desire.

Then I get on top for some lubbilubbing and he comes quickly.

I give him more OWO then the clock says ookadeet, then he dresses, I tell him , " don't forget your
shlapa "

He's off to get some spatchka after his exursions, I wave goodbye to my new found droog .
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